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Abstract— Alarge amount of short, single-shot videos are made come into existence by personal camcorder 

every day, such as the small viewing part cuts in family books of pictures, and thus an answer for presenting and 

managing these viewing part cuts is highly desired. From the view of professionalism and artistry, long-take/shot 

viewing part, also termed oneshot viewing part, is able to present events, persons or scenic spots in a giving 

knowledge ways. This paper presents a new viewing part thing in place of natural one system viewing part work out 

by hard thought which produces of art value gave greater value to long-shot videos from short viewing part cuts. 

Our work here is to automatically made of different part or materials several related single shots into an is only 

machine-based long-take viewing part with spatial and time-limited persons of representative. We make an offer a 

new framework to make up with account long-take viewing part with content-consistent shots got back from a 

viewing part business ring. For each viewing part, frame-by-frame looking-for is did over the complete card-

player's money to get start-end What is in matches through a coarse-to-fine one-sided matching process. The What 

is in letters here is general and can have relation to the matched fields, ranges or ends, such as man-like body and 

face. The What is in degree of these matches enables us to design several small balls for a gun change designs to 

seamlessly stitch one small balls for a gun to another in an in-space and time-limitedly in harmony ways. The 

complete long-take viewing part thus having among its parts several single shots with in harmony what is in and 

expert with words changes. meanwhile, with the produced matching graph 1 of videos, the made an offer system can 

also make ready a good at producing an effect viewing part taking grass for food form. experiments 2 are guided on 

number times another viewing part books of pictures and the results put examples on view the good effect and the 

usefulness of the made an offer design. 
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